A Programming 20-30nm Rectangular DNA Origami for Loading Doxorubicin to Penetrate Ovarian Cancer Cells.
In DNA nanotechnology, the aim in folding DNA origami is to find a good piece of rectangular DNA origami with desired sizes, which could be larger or smaller for different application purposes. In recent three years, the technique of folding smaller ones is paid heavily attentions. In this work, we design a programming rectangular DNA origami in size 20*30nm with M13p18, which is smallest and cheapest to the best acknowledge of the authors. Since it is not hard to prepare with 30 staple strands and short annealing time, the cost of folding our designed rectangular DNA origami is less than 100 dollars. Although the large origami give more space, the smaller ones are cheaper and has the potential applications in penetrating cancer cells. It is obtained by cell penetrating experiments that our designed rectangular DNA origami can penetrate ovarian cancer cells efficiently even loading doxorubicin, but the thermodynamic stability needs further improved. Our designed programming 20-30nm triangular DNA origami shows potential applications in precision control of nanoscale particles and anti-tumor drug delivery in vivo.